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Introduction

The world has a persistent plastic pollution problem and despite tremendously societal awareness we state the efforts of the International Scientific Community (ISC) are heavily lagging behind politics and other organizations, which we will substantiate further. On October 12, 2018, President Trump called out other nations, including China and Japan, for “making our oceans into their landfills” when he signed a legislation to improve efforts to clean up plastic trash from the world’s oceans [1]. Also, The European Parliament voted positively October 26, 2018 to approve a measure to ban single-use plastic across the continent which assignment hopefully could be enforced as early as 2021 [1]. This may be the first time in human history concerning ecological problems that politics and social media are at the forefront and the ISC is lagging behind. The accumulation of plastic waste in the oceans is a global, rapidly growing problem. Especially in recent years, much attention has been paid to curb the ongoing flow of plastics and the toxic chemicals they contain into the marine environment. While the world’s population now produces roughly its own weight in plastics per year, which is around 360 billion kilos/year in 2018 with a projection of 500 billion kilos/year in 2025. In addition, it is estimated that more than 280,000 tons of plastic float in the world-oceans. Experts are particularly concerned about the enormous amounts of plastic nanoparticles -estimated by [2] at a minimum of 5.25 trillion particles weighing 268,940 tons- that are smaller than grains of sand (0.1 microns or less) and are a life-threatening situation. We have indications that plastic pollution is a new ecological problem and ultimately can cause a global increase of cancer cases. The suggested mechanism is the following. The Humboldt Current eastern gyre ecosystem is a highly productive ecosystem. It is the most productive eastern boundary current system. It accounts for roughly 18-20% of the total worldwide marine fish catch. The species are mostly pelagic: sardines, anchovies and jack mackerel. Fish meal is usually made from these cheap pelagic fish species. We hypothesize plastic accumulates in the global five oceanic gyre systems (Figure 1; courtesy 5gyres.org) including the ecological very productive Humboldt Current eastern gyre ecosystem.

Figure 1: Plastic waste accumulating in our five ocean gyre systems including the very ecological productive Humboldt Current eastern gyre ecosystem production chamber of mostly pelagic fish species like sardines, anchovies and jack mackerel which are processed in the fish meal industry in this way contaminating our feed- casu quo food-chain with plastic and plastic nano-particles (courtesy image: 5gyres.org).
In this way plastic nanoparticles can enter the human food chain via fishmeal which is used in animal feed for growing pigs, chickens and fish in aquaculture (animal husbandry = “feed”) and finally “food” for human consumption. This fish meal is usually made from cheap pelagic fish such as herring and anchovy fish (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Plastic nanoparticles accumulated in pelagic fish used for fish meal in this way are plastic nanoparticles entering our food chain.

That the ISC is largely behind the social and political base of plastic pollution in the ocean and the risk of the very threatening contamination of our food chain may be apparent from the appearance of only two serious reviews in the past two years related to this topic [3,4]. To the best of our knowledge, these critical comprehensive reviews are the sole research efforts that the ISC has made at this moment to tackle this urgent and compelling ecological problem with far reaching medical consequences and many factors to study. Moreover, the plastic nanoparticles contain all types of chemical additives such as harmful PCB-like substances and pseudo-estrogens that in this way penetrate directly into the food chain of humans and animals. These plastic nanoparticles -ubiquitous in all marine compartments- can cause chronic degenerative inflammatory westernized welfare diseases (CDWDs) such as type-2 diabetes, cardiovascular diseases and cancer, by penetrating human blood stream and even cells [5,6]. Like other particles, such as air pollution, they can cause inflammation, an immune response to anything that is recognized as “foreign” to the body, which can also cause diseases such as cancer; think of lung cancer by asbestos. Another potential concern is that plastic nanoparticles can become carriers for other toxins to enter the body and act as endocrine disruptors (EDCs). For example, nanoparticles can bind in the ocean water to compounds containing toxic carcinogenic heavy metals, such as mercury, arsenic and lead and organic pollutants such as some pesticides and chemicals like dioxins that are known to cause cancer and cause reproductive and development problems. When the nanoparticles enter the body, these toxins can accumulate in adipose tissue. The majority of cancers (estimated at 80%) are related to a High-Fat diet and obesity [7] (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Correlation of our westernized welfare diseases and a High-Fat diet. Plastic nanoparticles can via fishmeal (feed) fed to cattle & fish finally enter our human food chain causing Chronic Degenerative Welfare Diseases like type-2 diabetes, cardiovascular diseases and cancer (Source modified [5]).

It cannot be denied cancer remains a leading cause of death worldwide. First some facts before we give our comments:

A. Around 10%-20% of the cancers have a genetic predisposition while the other 80% are mainly caused by environmental factors [5,6].

B. For decades it was already known that unhealthy food, a sedentary lifestyle and smoking were possible causes for cancer [6].

C. About 41% of the Americans will develop cancer (including nonmelanoma skin cancer) in their lifetime and 1/5 of the Americans will die from cancer [7].
D. Now seven years later after the heated discussion or environmental factors may cause cancer [8,9] to be conditioned by new scientific insights regarding organic contaminants - especially plastics - and the substances they contain such as plasticizers, pseudo-estrogens and polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs)- we want to take as a starting point that Science lags behind in studying the effects of plastic nanoparticles in the environment and the development of cancer through the food chain.

E. A very recent study by the IARC workgroup in the NEJM study definitely proved, based on more than 1000 epidemiologic studies that obesity is directly correlated to several types of cancer [7]. A safe option is the replacement of fishmeal by meal made from “clean” insect mealworms, which can digest the thick cell wall of seaweeds, like the green Atlantic seaweed sea lettuce or Norwegian Kelp [10]. Another possibility to reduce the risk for cancer is that standardized protocols should be developed -based on Raman Spectroscopy combined with Microscopy- to isolate and detect microplastics of ≈1-2mm in caught pelagic fish used for fishmeal [3]. These strategies are from (eco)-toxicological point of view of interest for human health of the whole society with the danger of plastic poisoning lurking.
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